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Abstract—In teleoperation, research has mainly focused on tar-
get approaching, where we deal with the more challenging object
manipulation task by advancing the shared control technique.
Appropriately manipulating an object is challenging due to the
fine motion constraint requirements for a specific manipulation
task. Although these motion constraints are critical for task
success, they often are subtle when observing ambiguous human
motion. The disembodiment problem and physical discrepancy
between the human and robot hands bring additional uncertainty,
further exaggerating the complications of the object manipulation
task. Moreover, there is a lack of planning and modeling
techniques that can effectively combine the human and robot
agents’ motion input while considering the ambiguity of the
human intent. To overcome this challenge, we built a multi-task
robot grasping model and developed an intent-uncertainty-aware
grasp planner to generate robust grasp poses given the ambiguous
human intent inference inputs. With these validated modeling
and planning techniques, it is expected to extend teleoperated
robots’ functionality and adoption in practical telemanipulation
scenarios.
Index Terms—Telerobotics and Teleoperation, Manipulation
Planning, Grasping, Human Intent
I. INTRODUCTION
A. Need of Robot Assistance in Telemanipulation
Teleoperating a robot allows operators to carry out tasks
remotely with the robot acting as a medium for interaction.
The indirect interaction by teleoperation brings advantages
to the operator through increasing the motion precision and
strength, access to remote work fields that might be inacces-
sible and hazardous. However, the indirect manipulation and
physical discrepancy between human and robot hand structures
often leads to difficulty and complexity in teleoperating a
robot to successfully complete a task [1], [2]. To reduce the
difficulty of controlling robots through teleoperation and the
overall workload that operators face, robot agents are given
more intelligence and autonomy, thus, the ability to understand
operators’ intended actions and assist with achieving the
actions. Research has demonstrated in a target approaching
scenarios robotic agents can successfully infer goal locations
by observing the operator’s motion trajectory which then
allows the robot to provide motion assistance in approaching
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the target [3], [4]. A majority of the documented research has
focused on how to precisely infer target location and strategies
to effectively blend human and robot trajectory inputs.
Even though the concentration of research effort has focused
on the approaching process, the object manipulation task–
subsequently following the approach–is an essential challeng-
ing problem that has not received enough research attention.
Successfully manipulating an object requires fine motions(i.e.,
motion constraints for task success [5]), such as grasping the
object at a particular part, approaching the object in a specific
angle, and applying force in in a certain manner [6]. The
operator must accomplish these constraints using his/her own
mental and physical capability to adjust the robot hand, beyond
suffering from the general teleoperation disembodiment and
physical discrepancy problems. Thus there is a need to enable
robotic agents to proactively assist the operator in successfully
telemanipulating objects for various tasks.
B. Ambiguity in Robot-Assisted Telemanipulation
One of the main barriers in intent-based control for robotic
assistance is dealing with the uncertain human intent inference
which could cause inappropriate robot assistance. Incorrect
assistance, or task failure can result if the robot’s modeling
and planning process does not consider the uncertainty of
human intent inference [7]. Uncertainty exists due to natural
ambiguity of human motion. For instance, when a human grabs
the body of a cup with a specific grasp pose in teleoperation
the manipulation intent is difficult to determine from the grasp
pose, since the pose itself could be for transferring the cup to
another location for one operator yet be used for drinking for
another operator. Additionally, indirect interaction with remote
objects further increases the ambiguity of human motion and
thus also increases the uncertainty in intent inference.
Within the ambiguous human motion subtle unique differ-
ences exist which can be used to distinguish the different tasks
providing better context to humans in predicting the intended
action [8]. These subtle differences are imperative to ensure
the success of the task. For example, a perceived successful
grasp for a mug is determined by task subtleties such as 1)
a “drinking” task requires sufficient room on the top and a
grasping pose may dominant the handle, 2) a “transfer to
another location” task requires sufficient room on the bottom
to place the object safely, and 3) a “handover” task requires
sufficient room for another person to grab which tends to
create a finger dominant grasp. Although these subtleties vary
between people, they still hold commonalities which are key to
discern the task. Usually, these subtle differences are difficult
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2Fig. 1: Intent interpretation from an ambiguous grasp lead to different solutions based upon the planning procedure. If the
ambiguity in the intent is not considered it can lead to unsuccessful grasp configurations which result in the failure of the
task. Considering ambiguity allows for subtle adjustments to be made to the grasp configuration to accommodate the task
requirements which are close in intent and ensure the robustness of motion planning. Interpretation of ambiguous inputs and
uncertainty in model outputs is crucial for the planning procedures success.
to observe, making it harder for appropriate inference in classi-
fication models for a task, consequently provide inappropriate
assistance.
C. Contributions
To solve these open issues, an intent-uncertainty-aware
grasp planning method is developed for robot-assisted tele-
manipulation. This approach enables robot-assisted telema-
nipulation in which the robot infers the human operator’s
manipulation intent and provides grasping motion assistance
to achieve the operator’s intended task. In this paper, we do
not focus on how to obtain human intent or manipulation
intent inference, rather how to appropriately use it as an input.
We also do not focus on criteria to determine what makes a
successful grasping pose, or developing a new grasp model,
rather our efforts focus on techniques to improve current
existing grasp models. These techniques improve the models
by accounting for common poses among tasks and ambiguity
of human input motion and intent inference. The contributions
of this work are as follows:
1) Multi-Task Grasp Modeling. The modeling considers
the ambiguity of human motion. Instead of building
independent task models, some grasp poses share com-
mon features which result in satisfying multiple tasks.
The models, therefore, contain overlap between features
and poses. Additionally, non-overlapping areas are of
special interest since they carry fundamentally different
features from other tasks. Although these fundamental
differences are often subtle, they are of critical need
for the robust grasp planning model. Therefore, we
developed a multi-task grasp modeling method to allow
robots to understand the common features as well as
subtle unique features which distinguish tasks.
2) Intent-Uncertainty-Aware Grasp Planning. Given the in-
tent inference probability input, the planner first in-
terprets the ambiguity level of human motion, then
generates the grasp based on this ambiguity level. Highly
ambiguous input may need a grasp pose that comprises
features from all possible tasks. Input with low ambi-
guity generate a grasp pose that emphasize features for
the higher inferred task.
3) Grasp Model Ambiguity Quantification. The approach
developed is imperative to quantitatively analyze the
overlap between different grasp models so designers are
informed how the robot will view the multi-task grasp
model. This provides insight on merging multiple grasp
models and determining how similar common grasp
configurations are for different tasks within the same
model.
4) Robustness Evaluation of Modeling and Planning. Two
separate cases were analyzed to validate both the mod-
eling and planning processes. The first case considers
three separate models, which vary in degree of ambiguity
overlap between tasks, to compare on the basis of task
performance. The second case evaluates the task perfor-
mance of two separate object-specific grasp models.
Our previous work [9] focused on developing a framework
to deal with intent inference ambiguity(the basis for Contribu-
tion 1 and 2), yet did not go far enough in depth to dealing with
other uncertainties, such as grasp model ambiguity, and object
ambiguity(reformulation for a more complete framework of
Contribution 1 and 2). Additionally, we provide a new un-
derstanding of ambiguity for both grasp model structure and
objects(Contribution 3). A new discussion on determining the
convexity of individual cases is also present(Contribution 4).
There are new experimental results to show the robustness
and validation of the modifications presented in the methods
section(Contribution 4).
II. BACKGROUND
This section introduces formulation of shared control prob-
lems in detail by considering two modules, 1) the lack of
robotic assistance and shared control for telemanipulation and
2) the challenges of framing telemanipulation as a shared con-
trol problem. Conventional object telemanipulation is a pure
master-slave strategy [10]–[13] which relies on the operator’s
tedious fine motion tuning to overcome the physical discrep-
ancy issue between the operator hand and the robot hand, and
3Fig. 2: Demonstrates the framework used to achieve an intent-uncertainty-aware grasp planning. The initial human grasp creates
a probability for each principle task, w. To account for ambiguity the intersection of each principle task is considered, v. The
robot model will also account for the intersection of tasks by using common poses. Both of these produce probability vectors
which are used for the intent-uncertainty-aware grasp planning. A final grasp pose is then obtained from the planning process.
to satisfy the subtle motion constraints for task success. This
tedious master-slave strategy for complex telemanipulation
brings the operator huge physical workload and mental burden,
leading to task failure and user frustration. Current assistance
in grasping do not use intent-based methods—nor the more
needed manipulation intent—rather the current field has pro-
vided limited approaches in how to provide the assistance for
firmly grasping an object without considering the context of
the intended task.
Shared control has difficulties to readily adapt to the
grasping and object manipulation domain. Current assis-
tance with (semi-)autonomous agents has focused on ap-
proaching/reaching tasks in teleoperation [14]–[17], however,
it is not sufficient to satisfy the tele-grasping and tele-
manipulation of objects. The methods to provide assistance
in approaching—yet may not be work as well in grasp-
ing scenarios—include envelope motion constraints [4], [18],
manually selective assistance levels [19], [20], and shared
control policies such as linear blending [21], [22]. Linear
blending strategies may not entirely work as the motion
constraints from the manual operator’s perspective and the
fully autonomous perspective may differ. Alternatively, intent-
based shared control has shown promise and improvement in
approaching tasks by placing the burden of task completion
on the autonomous system. These approaches in providing
assistance work for approaching because there is no need to
be concerned with the physical discrepancy, largely ignore fine
motion constraints, and no additional modeling requirements.
Therefore, these methods used in approaching tasks may be
ill-suited for grasping tasks with regards to task success.
Task success is considered a higher-level goal than grasp
success. A grasp can be considered successful based on criteria
for grasp stability and contact pressure [23]–[25], however, just
because a grasp is successful does not mean it is appropriate.
For instance, if one were to be at a tea party where it is
socially acceptable to drink in a particular manner, others may
be confused if you do not conform to their style. There may
be many ways you could successfully grab a teacup to drink;
however, it would result in a task failure if others do not
perceive it as appropriate. Thus, one can think of task success
applying context for a grasp success. Within the same vein of
task success for grasping, additional robot models (dependent
on hand structures) are needed to successfully achieve the
task. Especially, in shared control techniques for teleoperation,
this task-level “style” or “planning” is determined by the
human operator. The physical discrepancy in end-effector
design requires different poses to be generated from grasp
models. For instance, the poses generated using the same intent
inference for a two-finger robot and five-finger robot may be
totally different from a human pose to achieve the same intent.
Additionally, in a teleoperation scenario the robot specific
task constraints may differ from the human task constraints to
accomplish the task. Likewise, the robot specific task models
may conflict with human input commands as shown in Fig.
1. Although the poses could be drastically different from
the human input motion, yet subtle common constraints exist
which can be exploited for task success. For example, when
transferring a cup to another location the human may want
to grasp it from the body, while the robot grabs it from
the top, both of which fundamentally leave enough room
on the bottom to place the cup. This is especially true of
object manipulation as common grasp configurations may be
able to solve multiple tasks because in practical scenarios
where uncertainty and ambiguity exist, and situations cannot
be entirely disambiguated. The robot agent should instead
understand and apply common task constraints which are
satisfiable between the two agents.
III. METHODS
A. Framework Overview
The overall framework flow can be seen in Fig. 2. The
focus of this section is on three main components, the multi-
task robot model, the human intent ambiguity interpreter,
and the intent-uncertainty-aware grasp planner. The multi-task
robot model considers the overlapping nature of different tasks
due to common motion features shared by their grasp poses
and allows the robot to understand the fundamental different
features of these tasks. Grasping objects is ambiguous without
a clear discrete difference between satisfying specific tasks
4Fig. 3: Robot models need to consider task ambiguity. Current
models(left) do not consider ambiguity or where multiple tasks
may be satisfied simultaneously. An alternative model(right)
considers tasks being concurrently fulfilled by common poses.
because of the inherent nature of the manipulation problem
where this varies between people. Thus by interpreting the
human intent inference, a descriptor for the ambiguity level
among the tasks can be provided which the robot will attempt
to satisfy. The planner attempts to find a robot pose by
pulling characteristics from different tasks depending upon the
ambiguity levels among tasks.
B. Multi-task Robot Modeling
Unlike more traditional models, we propose a model struc-
ture which uses common poses in conjunction with probability
distributions, naturally this leads to a Bayesian network design.
Traditional Bayesian structures [26], [27], as shown in Fig. 3,
do not consider ambiguity [28] of task distinctions, where our
method on the right shows the consideration for overlapping
tasks. Current robot models create task models separately
from one another–to create clear, independent distinctions
between tasks–and lack consideration of common poses. This
causes difficulties to find continuous features between poses.
Common poses have a unique ability to satisfy multiple tasks,
TABLE II: INCLUSIVE LABELING FOR PRINCIPLE
TASKS WITH CONSIDERATION OF COMMON POSES
H   T   U
Class 
k
1:
U
2:
T
3:
H
4:
U∩T
5:
U∩H
6:
T∩H
7:
U∩T∩H
0    0    1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0    1    0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
1    0    0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0    1    1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0
1    0    1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0
1    1    0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0
1    1    1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Principle Tasks: U = Usage, T = Transfer, H = Handover
however, they may be sub-optimal to satisfying a single
principle task and less transparent to independent models.
However, traditional Bayesian structures can obtain probability
rather easily [29]. To ensure the probability for our model is
correct it is imperative the training data is labeled appropriately
and reflects the right side of Fig. 3.
1) Inclusive Labeling: Common poses add a degree of
ambiguity compared to those of independent model strategies.
Although, our approach takes into consideration the ambiguity
by creating a multi-class Bayesian structure [30], [31]. Our
model considers this by giving an inclusive aspect where poses
which satisfy more specific situations should be included in
the more general cases. For instance, in Fig. 3, all tasks within
the Task 1 circle should be considered within the Task 1 class.
The example model created was for grasping a cup–as shown
in Table I in conjunction with Fig. 3–for principle tasks which
include: Task 1, usage or drinking, Task 2, transfer to another
location, and Task 3, handover to a person.
Compared with traditional grasp modeling techniques, the
classes and labeling of our modeling method will not be the
three principle tasks, exclusively, rather they will contain seven
classes in which the robot can satisfy. To label these classes
correctly, the assumption made is a robot pose which satisfies
more principle tasks than necessary is admissible to a more
general class because it satisfies the necessary principle task.
By creating an inclusive class structure, the model can begin to
understand the subtle and unique differences among tasks. For
TABLE I: SUBTLE FEATURE COMPARISON OF COMMON POSES WITHIN A MULTI-TASK MODEL FOR A CUP
Task Usage Transfer Handover Usage andTransfer
Usage and
Handover
Transfer and
Handover All
Top
View
Left
View
Subtle
Detail
More fingers to
dominate handle
space. Lower
palm to leave
sufficient room
on top to drink.
Prefers to be
perpendicular to
table and higher
on cup to ensure
space on bottom
to place cup.
Lower palm,
leaves room for
another user to
grasp handle
(180◦ rotation
of wrist).
Fingers
dominate the
handle. Palm
position allows
room to drink
and place cup.
Few fingers in
handle space
but occupies
more of it.
Lower palm to
leave room to
drink.
Few fingers in
the handle
space for user.
Higher palm to
ensure space on
bottom.
Few fingers in
the handle
space for user.
Enough space to
drink and place.
5instance, when looking at Table I, we observe a group labeled
for the class “Usage and Transfer”. Poses falling under this
label satisfy not only the class “Usage and Transfer”, but also
the individual classes “Usage” and “Transfer”, thus should be
considered in the training sets for “Usage” and “Transfer”
tasks. This duplication, or information sharing, of training
sets allows the more inclusive class (such as Task 1, Task
2, and Task 3) to identify the distinctions between unique
and common features. Table II shows how to appropriately
label and consider the training set for the model created by
the right of Fig. 3 in conjunction with Table I. The letters U,
T, and H stands for the principle tasks, “Usage”, “Transfer”,
and “Handover” respectively. The columns represent each
class the robot model knows, while the rows are the strict
subset of events which makes up each class. A pose which is
used for “Usage and Transfer only”(row 4), can satisfy both
“Usage”(column 1) and “Transfer”(column 2) alone as well
as “Usage and Transfer”(column 4). All poses which could
be used to satisfy a “Usage” task (column 1) include, “Usage
only”(row 1), “Usage and Transfer only”(row 4), “Usage and
Handover only”(row 5), and “All Tasks”(row 7).
When observing Table I, we notice between the classes the
pose features are subtle, yet they are critical. By labeling the
training poses in this manner, we train the model to identify
subtle differences and common poses for the principle tasks as
well as unique specific cases within the principle tasks. Subtle
features can be difficult to observe and determine, however,
they provide better context to a human user. Table I includes
the subtle features used for our model including high level
concepts such as palm contact, clearance from the top of the
cup, and sufficient room for a user to grasp. These subtleties
are further discusses in the table.
2) Multi-task Modeling: The goal of the Bayesian model is
to obtain the posterior probability, or the probability of each
class given a continuous pose [32], [33]. Each pose contains
continuous features, x, which can include position, orientation,
force, and object features. Our model included palm center,
and palm orientation as well as finger force. The model is a
Naive Bayes classifier (NB), but uses the features to create
a multivariate normal distribution as shown in 1. The key
parameters from the model for each classification zone, k,
include: the mean value of each feature, µk, the covariance
matrix, Σk, and the prior probability, P (k). These parameters
are learned from the training set by using the Expectation
Maximization Algorithm. In (1), it shows the conditional
probability of x given k, where d is the length of x.
P (x|k) = 1√
det |Σk|(2pi)d
e−
1
2 (x−µk)TΣk−1(x−µk) (1)
With this equation, Bayesian models obtain the posterior
probability of the class k given x with (2), where the class
with the highest probability is the label for x.
P (k|x) = P (x|k)P (k)∑K
k P (x|k)P (k)
(2)
Each probability of a class is then put into what is referred
to as the robot probability vector, Pk. The model we created
from Fig. 3 and Tables I and II, means there are seven classes
and the probability for one pose to satisfy all seven classes
must sum to one.
C. Intent Ambiguity Interpretation
To handle the ambiguity, the modeling of human manipu-
lation intent follows a concept of multi-label classification,
where two, three, or m principle task classification model
outputs could be satisfied at the same time, shown in Fig.
1. Each classification model produces a probability and is
put into a vector of mx1 size where this is referred as the
classification input vector, w. Since each model output is
independently obtained, we can identify each joint probability
case. This will generate a vector of size 2m where m is the
number of principle tasks. This vector of possible events with
their subsequent probability will be referred to as the human
probability vector, u, shown in (3), where Ψ(m) is the power
set from 1 to m task classification models, and Y is each
subset of Ψ(m).
P (
⋂
i∈Y
wi
⋂
j /∈Y,j∈m
¬wj) =∏
i∈Y
P (wi)
∏
j /∈Y,j∈m
1− P (wj), Y ⊂ Ψ(m) (3)
For example, consider when m=3 as shown in Fig. 1. The
classification probability vector(0.88,0.9,0.2) produces a vector
where each combination of the principle tasks is considered
true and false. So when event U ∩ ¬T ∩ ¬H occurs, the
probability is 0.88(1− 0.9)(1− 0.2) = 0.07, while when the
event U ∩ T ∩ ¬H occurs, the probability is 0.88(0.9)(1 −
0.2) = 0.63.
Since the robot model is unaware of the event where
inaction should be taken(¬U ∩ ¬T ∩ ¬H), it is important to
eliminate this action and normalize the rest of the probability
vector where at least one principle task m is satisfied. This is to
ensure the robot classes, k, is equal to 2m−1. This new vector
is known as the target probability vector, v, and is shown in
(4). The target probability vector now has a scenario associated
with each class of the robot model previously discussed in
Tables I and II.
vk =
uk∑2m−1
j |uj |
∀k < 2m (4)
Alternatively, a designer could force the robot to ask for
clarification if the inaction task is sufficiently high. The human
probability vector has a distinct advantage over using the
classification intent by allowing more descriptive behavior of
the type of features the robot model should use. For instance,
Fig. 1 shows if the classification intents for grasping a cup for
Usage and Transfer are similar and high while the Handover
task is low, then the decision process should carry features
which demonstrate and use features from both high intents.
Additionally, the human probability vector inherently accounts
for uncertainty in human intent by allowing for the system to
consider multiple classes at once as well as varying degree the
multiple classes may influence the outcome of chosen features.
6D. Intent-Uncertainty-Aware Grasp Planning
The planning process involves taking the ambiguity levels
developed in the intent interpretation section and using them
as a basis for the determining characteristics needed. Whether
the ambiguity levels are high or low will determine which
set of features should predominantly be used from the robot
model classes developed earlier. The planning process will
start from a known pose, which is closest to the ambiguity
levels, then continue to refine the features of the pose until a
more reflective pose is created. The refining step is iterative
and will attempt to use both unique and subtle characteristics
from all classes as it needs until convergence.
The planning process includes using a Bayesian structure to
best fit the target probability vector. Traditional Bayesian mod-
els attempt to maximize the probability of one region or class
over all others, since these models are based on independent
model strategies, rather than minimize the difference between
the current and target probability vectors. By matching the
probability vectors, the subtle and unique features of the robot
model should reflect the best combination of intent to make
it predictable to the user. The first step is to identify the
grasp class out of the defined zones and select an initial
grasp pose from the training set of this class, since this is
currently the best approximation the robot model can make.
This best approximation is done by taking the highest class
of the human probability vector and choosing the best pose
which is reflected in the class of the robot model. Determining
the best pose within the class can be done by using the
objective function as shown in (5). The objective function is a
least square regression which will attempt to match the robot
probability vector to the target probability vector.
min
1
2
∑
k
(vk − Pk)2 (5)
By mimicking the probability, the unique and subtle features
of the robot model will reflect those most similarly to the
human intent. This is due to the robot model classes containing
both the unique and subtle features which the planner takes
characteristics. The next step is to refine this initial approxi-
mation and determine how the features need to be adjusted.
To determine the amount of adjustments the planner will take,
from a unique feature to a more common feature or vice versa,
a gradient descent method was applied as shown in (6).
∂Pk
∂x
(vk − Pk) ∀k (6)
This can be solved using finite-difference methods [34] or
analytically using matrix calculus [35]. This approach will use
the ambiguity levels as a guide to determine which subtle or
unique features are more critical, or influential in ensuring a
successful grasp pose. Afterwards, constraint equations will
be applied–which are robot and case dependent based upon
features selected thus will be left to the reader’s discretion–
and the objective function will be evaluated once again.
Algorithm 1 shows the process where all together these pieces
will provide the best features to match the human intent.
Despite being able to find suitable candidates which can satisfy
human intent, this approach cannot guarantee convexity. This
Algorithm 1: Intent-Uncertainty-Aware Grasp Planning
Result: x, Pk
Sets and Indices:
i: Feature of grasp configuration 1...I
k: Task of each grasp configuration 1...K
Parameters:
Ui: Upper bound on feature i
Li: Lower bound on feature i
vk: Target probability for task k
Variables:
xi: robot input for feature i
Pk: Probability function of satisfying task k given robot
features x
Objective:
min 12
∑
k(vk − Pk)2
s.t. Li ≤ xi ≤ Ui ∀i
1 = norm(xi) ∀i needed for palm direction
is due to three key factors. First, convexity is dependent
upon the Bayesian Network structure. For instance, a more
interconnected Bayesian structure would mean not all inputs
are independent of one another adding to the nonlinearity of
the model. Along these lines, a multivariate normal distribution
was used, however, more appropriate distributions may be
required for each feature within the structure. The distributions
may not compliment one another by being from the same
distribution family like the multivariate normal distribution.
Second, by adding the inclusive labeling, more information
is added to these specific distributions to encompass more
parts to the unique tasks. The addition of the inclusive labeling
adds more potential candidates which may cause the overall
distribution function to span a greater range and potentially
increase the nonlinearity. Lastly, since this approach is built on
data driven modeling, thoughtful data collection is necessary
to ensure sensible solutions and bounds.
E. Determining the Degree of Model Ambiguity
An important aspect to address with the approach is to
evaluate the degree of overlap between multiple tasks. We
propose to use Kullback-Leibler(KL) divergence [36] method
for grasp model ambiguity. The goal of this divergence is to
be able to determine how different two populations of data are
from one another. For this to work, we assume one population
is the true population, and the other is the inference to see
how well we can use one to predict the other. However, two
populations of data, may diverge from one another differently.
For instance, if a large population contains a subset population,
being able to predict the large population from the subset
may be easier than determining what the subset does given
the larger population. Therefore we establish there is a true
population, and an inference population which will be denoted
by P and Q, respectively. It should be noted the KL divergence
is bounded [0,∞]. Where if there is no divergence (where P is
used to infer itself) the value is 0. In the context of modeling
the principle task ambiguity, this means if the divergence is
70, there is maximum ambiguity between the two principle
tasks. Therefore the more the divergence that exists the more
disambiguated the tasks appear.
KL(P ||Q) = 1
2
(Tr(Σ−1Q ΣP )+(µQ−µP )TΣ−1Q (µQ−µP )
− d+ ln |ΣQ||ΣP | ) (7)
For example, if we were to attempt to infer the Transfer
task from the Handover task, we would assign the P as the
Transfer task, and Q as the Handover task, where the µ’s and
Σ’s for each task would be assigned. This can be done for
each combination of two tasks. By placing the combinations
in a matrix we obtain a nonsymmetric matrix.
0 KL(U ||T ) KL(U ||H)
KL(T ||U) 0 KL(T ||H)
KL(H||U) KL(H||T ) 0
(8)
The matrix shows the differing degree of overlap, where
eigen values can be obtained to determine the most divergent
task model. Alternatively, the nonsymmetric divergence matrix
can be used to determine the upper bounds on of the statistical
distance using Pinsker’s inequality.
δ =
√
1
2
KL(P ||Q) (9)
The statistical distance is another metric to determine how
similar the populations are to one another where KL diver-
gence provides an upper bound on each aspect of the task
model. Statistical difference can also be put in matrix for
easier comparison and determining which tasks are the most
divergent.
However, a symmetric matrix is another possible way to
quantify the divergence. This is a fundamentally different way
to analyze the overlap as the goal would be to look at the total
amount of divergence between the two tasks.
0 KL(U ||T ) +KL(T ||U) KL(U ||H) +KL(H||U)
KL(U ||T ) +KL(T ||U) 0 KL(T ||H) +KL(H||T )
KL(U ||H) +KL(H||U) KL(T ||H) +KL(H||T ) 0
(10)
The nonsymmetric and symmetric matrices analyze different
aspects of the overlap, where the nonsymmetric matrix is more
component oriented, while the symmetric matrix focuses more
on the overall model overlap. The necessity of using one or
the other is algorithm and case dependent, however, both can
provide insight on the behavior of the model. Despite these
metrics being used to determine the overlap, it is susceptible
to errors due to these methods being data dependent. The
data collected and used for the grasp modeling is crucial and
primarily dominates the behavior of ambiguity.
IV. RESULTS
A. Experimental Setup
The experimental setup included using a Kinova Mico arm
as well as two objects (a coffee mug and a flashlight) for
interaction. The robot model was gathered for three tasks:
using the object(i.e drinking from the mug or shining the
light on a workspace), handing the object over to another
person, and transferring the object to another location. Each
model is built separately and only considers features for the
final grasp configuration and did not include trajectory or
temporal features, however, the force in which the fingers
applied were considered. Both models were created by using
expert analysis of rules to determine which task could be
satisfied. The rules developed express extreme cases where
there are certain cases of no overlap between principle tasks.
The robot was then manually moved to obtain the training data.
To solve the formulation, two separate solving techniques,
sequential quadratic programming(SQP) [37] and Interior-
Point [34], were used, however, other solvers may be used
to achieve quicker convergence. These two solvers were used
to compare the overall solution with one another to ensure
the same local minimum was achieved. A comparison is not
discussed as both solutions converge on the same solution at
nearly the same time. For a more in depth comparison between
these specific strategies see [38].
Three separate objective experiments are used to verify and
validate the techniques. The first is to analyze inference ambi-
guity, by using a single object model where we compare simu-
lated classification intent. The three cases of intent we compare
are when one task is dominant, two tasks are codominant and
where all three are equal, respectively. The second experiment
analyzes model ambiguity, by comparing different degrees of
ambiguity or overlap by looking at different principle models.
The different models consider a differing number of classes,
where there are cases where some unique and no unique
grasp configurations exist. The third experiment is to analyze
object ambiguity, aiming to compare different objects using the
same intent inference as an input. Additionally, there are two
subjective tests to determine the effectiveness of the techniques
with human subjects. The first determines the subtlety and
compare the rules of the grasping model to the final generated
grasp pose, while the other compares human predictability to
the classified grasp.
B. Objective Results
1) Inference Ambiguity: Due to the planning framework,
the resulting poses and solutions are deterministic. The results
for the single model comparison assume relatively clean intent
inference and will hold three separate cases. The first is a sin-
gle likely task where the target intent is for Usage(0.9,0.1,0.1).
The second is where two likely tasks where the target intents
are for Usage and Transfer(0.9,0.9,0.1). Lastly, all three tasks–
Usage, Transfer, and Handover–are equally likely(0.9,0.9,0.9).
Table III shows the comparison of the target probability
vector, v, and robot probability vector Pk. These results show
when the scenario with the single likely task is prominent,
it primarily will take features from this population, while
mostly disregarding other populations. This coincides to how
independent model strategies exist. We can also see when more
ambiguity is introduced, or the closer the tasks intents are to
one another, the better the optimization can handle pulling
features from the separate populations to achieve a solution.
8TABLE III: POSTERIOR PROBABILITY VECTOR COM-
PARISON FOR THE CUP SINGLE MODEL
H T U
Single
Task
Target
Single
Task
Final
Two
Task
Target
Two
Task
Final
Three
Task
Target
Three
Task
Final
0 0 1 0.7933 0.7950 0.0817 0.0999 0.0090 0.0108
0 1 0 0.0098 0.0113 0.0817 0.0999 0.0090 0.0105
1 0 0 0.0098 0.0117 0.0010 0.0192 0.0090 0.0049
0 1 1 0.0881 0.0899 0.7356 0.7538 0.0811 0.0813
1 0 1 0.0881 0.0898 0.0091 0.0000 0.0811 0.0816
1 1 0 0.0011 0.0023 0.0091 0.0272 0.0811 0.0814
1 1 1 0.0098 0.0000 0.0817 0.0000 0.7297 0.7294
Table III may show the expanded description of the intent,
however, we can also reconstruct the initial intent inference,
w. The reconstruction can show how well the initial intent
inference is satisfied for the same intent inference as shown
in Table IV. The comparison of the initial target intent and the
final intent given by the final pose is shown in Table IV. The
results of this table reinforce the notion the planner does a
better job under greater ambiguity. Along with this analysis it
is important to see how well different model structures, shown
in Fig. 4, impact the final intent inference.
TABLE IV: PRINCIPLE INTENT INFERENCE COMPARI-
SON FOR THE CUP SINGLE MODEL
Initial
Intent
Single
Task
Target
Single
Task
Final
Two
Task
Target
Two
Task
Final
Three
Task
Target
Three
Task
Final
Usage 0.9 0.9747 0.9 0.8537 0.9 0.9031
Transfer 0.1 0.1035 0.9 0.8809 0.9 0.9026
Handover 0.1 0.1038 0.1 0.0464 0.9 0.8973
2) Model Ambiguity: Three separate models will be com-
pared as shown in Fig. 4. The task listing is as previously
discussed, where Task 1 is Usage, Task 2 is Transfer, and
Task 3 is Handover. Notice the first model is the standard
k = 7 where each task has unique grasp options, while the
second model, k = 5, does not have any unique classes for
“Handover only” or “Usage and Handover Only”. The last
model, k = 4, takes the second model a step further by also
removing the “Usage only”. When all models hold the same
case–for instance “Transfer only”–the results look similar to
the single model previously discussed, however, an extreme
conditions to examine is where two models (k = 5 and k = 4)
must accomplish a task which does not exist. In this instance,
it is the event for “Usage and Handover only”, where the initial
intent vector is (0.9,0.1,0.9). The k = 7 model is the only one
capable of satisfying the true target task. For the k = 5 and
k = 4 models, Task 3 is a complete subset of Task 2, therefore
if Task 3 is inferred then Task 2 must be inferred as well.
However, there is conflict with the current initial intent where
Task 3 is inferred to be true(0.9), yet Task 2 is inferred to be
false(0.1). In summary, a few key points are needed to clarify
the system: 1) even though they have the same initial intent
inference input, the descriptor vectors will be different lengths,
and thus hold different values; 2) we must note the overlap
difference as shown in Fig. 4, where the middle model, Task
3 is a complete subset of Task 2. This means any time you
complete Task 3, you will automatically complete Task 2. This
extension is further shown in the far right model where any
time you complete either Task 1 or Task 3 you will complete
Task 2 by default.
TABLE V: POSTERIOR PROBABILITY VECTOR COM-
PARISON FOR THE DIFFERENT CUP MODEL
H T U
Seven-
Zone
Target
Seven-
Zone
Final
Five-
Zone
Target
Five-
Zone
Final
Four-
Zone
Target
Four-
Zone
Final
0 0 1 0.0817 0.1049 0.4475 0.4455 / 0
0 1 0 0.0010 0.0253 0.0055 0.0184 0.0100 0.0129
1 0 0 0.0817 0.1017 / 0 / 0
0 1 1 0.0091 0.0069 0.0497 0.0471 0.0900 0.0892
1 0 1 0.7356 0.7562 / 0 / 0
1 1 0 0.0091 0.0049 0.0497 0.0436 0.0900 0.0888
1 1 1 0.0817 0.0000 0.4475 0.4454 0.8100 0.8091
In Table V, first, the target probability each model should
reach is noticeably different and focuses on different regions
to achieve the task. Additionally, notice how the different
models are able to find a solution which nearly matches the
target probability. This demonstrates the reliance the planner
Fig. 4: Alternative ways principle tasks can be arranged in grasping models. Note the difference in the overlapping principle
tasks. For these grasp models Task 1 refers to Usage, Task 2 to Transfer, and Task 3 is Handover. The different structures
represent scenarios where grasp models may lack commonality in poses among tasks. The far left model contains seven zones,
k = 7, while the middle model does not contain “Task 3 only” nor “Task 1 and Task 3 only”, thus only containing five zones,
k = 5. The right model goes further in also eliminating “Task 1 only” reducing it to four zones, k = 4.
9has on the model to determine the most appropriate pose. For
instance, when looking at the Five-Zone model, the probability
vector distribution shows it relies more heavily on the the
“Usage only” (0.4455) and the “All” (0.4454) zone to pull
features. This is due to the initial intent inference containing
ambiguity in whether to trust the Transfer or Handover infer-
ence, while maintaining the high trust in the Usage inference.
Due to the contradicting intent of Transfer and Handover, the
intent disambiguation is unsure to believe the more aggressive
choice of “Usage only” task, or to choose the safer option
of the “All” task. Compared to the Four-Zone model which
primarily looks at “the All” zone (0.8091) since any action is
considered Task 2. Since the Seven-Zone model already has
class for “Usage and Handover Only” it pulls features from
that zone.
TABLE VI: PRINCIPLE INTENT INFERENCE COMPARI-
SON FOR THE DIFFERENT CUP MODELS
Principle
Tasks
Initial
Intent
Seven-
Zone
Model
Five-
Zone
Model
Four-
Zone
Model
Usage 0.9 0.8680 0.938 0.8983
Transfer 0.1 0.0371 0.5555 1.0000
Handover 0.9 0.8628 0.4925 0.8979
Now that we have established the different zones which
influence the overall final pose, the reconstruction of the
principle intent can be compared as shown in Table VI. Notice
how in the Four-Zone model the Transfer task is actually
changed to a correct inference of 1.0. This is because the
knowledge base of the model understands all grasp poses are
a part of the Transfer task. Likewise, the Five-Zone model
previously is focusing on two separate zones, the “Usage
only”, and “All”. A further inspection shows an inconsistent
input inference for the model where Transfer is not supposed
to be present while the Handover task says this is more likely.
This means the robot knowledge will rely on the more sure
Usage task while attempting to find a compromise between
using Transfer and Handover features. When comparing the
three models in terms of divergence we can use the KL
divergence previously discussed.
TABLE VII: MODEL COMPARISON FOR BOTH SYM-
METRIC AND NONSYMMETRIC DIVERGENCE
Model
Type Nonsymmetric Symmetric
Seven-
Zone
0 9.21 5.96
24.04 0 3.06
33.29 10.02 0
0 33.24 39.25
33.24 0 13.08
39.25 13.08 0
Five-
Zone
0 9.21 12.94
24.04 0 1.89
37.17 1.47 0
0 33.24 50.11
33.24 0 3.36
50.11 3.36 0
Four-
Zone
0 4.57 7.40
31.89 0 1.89
48.87 1.47 0
0 36.46 56.27
36.46 0 3.36
56.27 3.36 0
The nonsymmetric matrices, the first row uses Usage as the
true population, the second row uses Transfer, and the third
row is Handover. Likewise, the first column is using Usage as
the inference while the second column is Transfer and the third
column is Handover. The symmetric matrices follow the similar
format; the diagonal terms are added together as stated in Eq. 10.
The tables show how impacting the model design can
change the overall divergence. For instance, when observing
the Seven-Zone model to the Five-Zone model (either the non-
symmetric or symmetric matrices), we see the clear decrease
in divergence between Transfer and Handover tasks–where
the nonsymmetric matrices contain KL(T ||H)7 = 3.06 and
KL(H||T )7 = 10.02 decreases to KL(T ||H)5 = 1.89, and
KL(H||T )5 = 1.47. However, we also eliminated the shared
Usage and Handover task, as such, we see an increase in the
divergence between these two tasks–where the nonsymmetric
matrices of KL(U ||H)7 = 5.96 and KL(H||U)7 = 33.29
increases to KL(U ||H)5 = 12.94, and KL(H||U)5 = 37.17.
Furthermore, when comparing the Five-Zone and Four- Zone
model, we notice no change between Handover and Transfer–
where the nonsymmetric matrices contain both KL(T ||H) =
1.89 and KL(H||T ) = 1.47. Interestingly, we can also see a
directed decrease in divergence when observing the nonsym-
metric matrices. By removing the Usage only component, both
the Transfer and Handover tasks do better at inferring the Us-
age task–where KL(U ||T )5 = 9.21 and KL(U ||H)5 = 12.94
decrease to KL(U ||T )4 = 4.57 and KL(U ||H)4 = 7.40,
respectively. However, the Usage data are now worse at
predicting the other two tasks–KL(T ||U)5 = 24.04 and
KL(H||U)5 = 37.17 decrease to KL(T ||U)4 = 31.89 and
KL(H||U)4 = 48.87. When comparing these models, the
Seven-Zone model appear to be the most suitable as it allows
for more unique classes and subtle features to pull from when
the intent is ambiguous. Additionally, the gain of reducing the
divergence levels (increasing model overlap thus increasing
model ambiguity) between Transfer and Handover does not
seem to out weigh the additional divergence generated with the
Usage task. Although, this criteria is highly dependent upon
the designers expertise, where some may view the additional
divergence generated to be within the acceptable tolerance.
Therefore, the recommendation for which model should be
used is case dependent (i.e. object dependency, rule/tasks
dependency, and robot dependency), however, the approach
above is one tool for designers to make the best informed
decision in practical scenarios. With this demonstration of the
objective results being able to handle the different models, a
more extensive look will be observed for different objects.
3) Object Ambiguity: For both object comparisons, the
Usage task with be used. Usage grasp poses are fundamen-
tally different for using a cup(drinking) and using a flash-
light(shining) as shown in Fig. 5, therefore there are two
separate object dependent grasp models created.
The cup grasp dominates the handle area and maintains a
palm direction relatively parallel to the table, while the flash-
light has a grasp more perpendicular to the table resembling a
cup model Transfer only pose (see Table I for details of subtle
motion). Therefore, there is not only object differences, but
model difference in the preference of the grasp pose. Despite
these differences, we can still compare these different grasp
poses through the intent inference for the same target intent–
the task is Usage thus the vector is (0.9,0.1,0.1).
In Table VIII, the reconstructed initial intent is compared
to show how well the planner performs despite the different
grasp poses. The planner is able to take poses fundamentally
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Fig. 5: The specific grasp poses generated for different ob-
jects from the same initial intent inference. The same intent
inference is achieved despite a difference in the model, object,
and grasp pose. Further demonstrating the robustness of the
planning strategy.
TABLE VIII: PRINCIPLE INTENT INFERENCE COMPAR-
ISON FOR DIFFERENT OBJECT MODELS
Principle
Tasks
Initial
Intent Cup Model
Flashlight
Model
Usage 0.9 0.9747 0.9760
Transfer 0.1 0.1035 0.1023
Handover 0.1 0.1038 0.1023
different from one another and still obtain similar intent
inference because of the reliance on the robot grasping model.
With the inclusive labeling approach, the robot model already
learns different poses for different tasks(i.e drink from cup,
shine flashlight), thus upon recognizing the object of interest
for a specific task it can begin to determine the correct subtle
features to extract to produce a matching result. Both the
cup and flashlight grasp models could potentially be merged
together for a larger model. Where given the target object, the
planner can choose the suitable grasp poses for the given intent
inference. Furthermore, the analysis to see how well humans
can distinguish the intent inference for different objects will
also be discussed.
C. Grasping Impact
It is imperative to look at qualitative results to ensure the
intent inference is not only an appropriate way to analyze the
grasp, but also to ensure the resulting grasps emulate people’s
expectations. There are two aspects of subjective results which
need to be considered, the qualitative results and the human
predictability.
The qualitative results hold two key factors which are to be
observed, where the first is by looking at the subtle features of
the grasp configuration and the second is to determine if the
pose can satisfy the true task. To determine both properties,
observe Fig. 6. Here, two ambiguous intents between Usage
and Transfer are used to illustrate the possible shortcomings or
possible luck of the independent models. The intent for grasp
pose b) is (0.9,0.9,0.1), so there exists difficulty to determine
which task to follow. For instance, if the true task is Usage
and the independent model approach incorrectly infers the task
is Transfer, it will produce the grasp pose a) shown on the
left. The subtle differences for this grasp result in a failure
for Usage such as the finger covering the top of the cup and
leaving insufficient room to drink. If the independent model
did correctly infer the Usage task, it would result in grasp c).
Where grasp c) appears to be an optimal grasp for drinking,
yet it is not optimal for transferring the cup because it lacks
palm contact and is a finger dominated grasp which is not a
stable configuration. Grasp b) takes features from both Usage
and Transfer populations, which generate poses a) and c), to
produce a pose which is better equipped to handle both tasks.
The palm is close to the cup–resulting in a stable grasp–while
also leaving sufficient room to drink. The subtle differences
allow a change in the finger placement to leave sufficient
room to drink, and palm contact to ensure a stable grasp.
These subtle differences of features within a pose allow for a
smoother transition of tasks which reduce the risk for inferring
the wrong intent. People are keen on picking up subtleties, so it
is imperative to account for the ambiguity of intent by creating
flexible models which account for it.
Along with the subjective analysis in this manner, a human
study–consisting of three of the developers–was conducted.
The goal of the study was to analyze how well human pre-
dictability aligns with the robot predictability. The developers
were to identify 50 poses generated by the model and correctly
label the poses for which tasks it could satisfy. This was
done twice, once for the Seven-Zone cup model and once for
the Seven-Zone flashlight model. Across the three subjects,
73% accuracy was achieved for the cup model, while 76%
was achieved for the flashlight model. All subjects appeared
to overestimate the amount of tasks a grasp could satisfy.
The overestimation could be due to several factors: 1) the
subjects were very keen on seeing subtle features such as
palm contact to guide their rationale, 2) the poses generated
were taking subtle features from relatively unimportant tasks
and thus appear to over represent these unimportant tasks,
3) the models created were rather ambiguous, where poses
representing distinct classes appear very similar in nature.
Future work should be dedicated to a study focusing on this
phenomenon with different robots, and different grasp models
to see if people consistently overestimate grasp potential.
Likewise, further effort should be dedicated to understand
the reasoning behind what makes grasp poses legible and
transparent.
V. DISCUSSION
Considering ambiguity between different grasp configura-
tions requires the robot models to become continuous rather
than discrete models. The continuous model allows more
flexibility in grasp configurations to generate predictable and
legible poses. Effectively, putting the burden onto the robot to
understand and make a pose which is suitable for the human
rather than the human learning the associated behavior for
specific tasks. Natural expected motion and grasp behavior
is imperative for current and future robotic assistant planners
where continuous motion is a necessary step to ease mental
workload. Considering the overlap of tasks also allow for
commonality between the tasks. The commonality can be used
to guide the robot agent to a solution when it is unsure
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Fig. 6: There are three separate grasp poses. a) represents the pose which satisfies the Transfer task and not the other two
tasks as seen by the intent provided on the top. This grasp dominates the top of the cup to leave room to place and it is
unsuitable for Usage. b) is the pose which our model generated which carries the subtleties to satisfy both Usage and Transfer
while not satisfying handover. The robot hand dominates the handle by having a majority of fingers around it, while leaving
sufficient room to drink from the top. The palm is higher on the cup. c) is the pose for which satisfies the usage task. The
fingers dominate the handle space by having a majority of fingers near the handle, sufficient room on the top for drinking.
of what task is truly correct due to the uncertainty in the
human intent inference. Although the final generated pose
may be suboptimal, they could potentially be optimal for
the human perceived task success. Further, the approach of
disambiguation allows the robot to distinguish task success
with grasp success.
It is imperative for planners to start to move from optimal
grasp poses for task success to more human centric planners
which fulfill the manipulation intent of the operators. The first
necessary step is to distinguish the intentions of the human.
Disambiguation of the principle tasks occurs through interpret-
ing them as independent, thus transforming the probability to
a more descriptive representation. The independent tasks allow
for unique combination of the likely tasks. This approach may
change the reconstructed intent, yet it is still able to obtain a
pose which is suitable for the initial intent inference. This is
due to the uncertainty from the human intent inference. There
is a need to account for the uncertainty–obtained from human
intent and inferencing models–when robotic systems have any
level of autonomy during the teleoperation process.
Subtle features play key factors into the success of the
autonomy during the teleoperation. The subtle changes are nat-
ural to human grasping and are exploited through the common
poses to aid in perceived task success. People naturally pick
up on the subtleties of hand motion and placement, thus must
be considered to generate a natural symbiotic robotic grasp.
Likewise, this method can be extended to more objects without
significant difference in performance. Objects may hold differ-
ent important subtleties which are critical for the task success,
despite possibly holding the same grasp success configuration.
The intent matching is agnostic to object specific grasp models
and is created for generalized grasp models. The fundamental
grasp configuration for different objects could be different;
however, it determines a pose which matches the intent infer-
ence the best through manipulating the subtle features unique
to the robot model. All together, we account for uncertainty
by generating a continuous Bayesian structure from which the
final intent distribution closely mimics the human intent.
VI. CONCLUSION
The overall approach proves effective due to its practicabil-
ity compared to the current standards in modeling. The overall
approach has demonstrated it is effective in handling intent
inference as an input and planning a corresponding grasp.
The interpretation of intent inference allows the planner to
make a better judgement of which features to utilize, along
with a better explanation of which regions to exploit. The
introduction of inclusive labeling to grasp models should
allow for more robust, safer, and predictable choices the
robot can make in uncertain environments. The strategy has
demonstrated it can handle three forms of ambiguity(inference,
model, and object ambiguity) which occur in practical sce-
narios. Lastly, we introduce an approach for designers to
quantify their model overlap to evaluate similarity from the
inclusive labeling. However, further effort must be put into
two areas before the true potential of this work can be utilized.
It needs to consider how a person prefers to accomplish
the task. This also ties into understanding and generating
appropriate ways to analyze manipulation intent. Effort needs
to be extended into analyzing the physical discrepancy issue
between different hand structures so actions of a robot agent
can easily be adapted into a predictable manner to a person.
Additionally, learning through demonstration could be applied
to the robot model to enhance the understanding of specific
human manipulation intent. Despite these necessary next steps,
the approach presented is a catalyst to intent-based methods
being used in teleoperation.
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